Plasmon-induced transparency in metamaterials: Active near field coupling between bright superconducting and dark metallic mode resonators
Solitons are nonlinear pulses or beams whose spreading due to dispersion is compensated by the nonlinear self-action effect.
1 In many physical systems, the soliton generation is a nontrivial process, since it requires a certain mechanism of the mode selection or filtering. In a simple case of an active cavity with a gain, the gain amplifies parasitic oscillations, and thus the process of soliton generation often results in a chaotic dynamics. The amplifier gain has to be dynamically adjusted to avoid the onset of chaos and to obtain stable periodic train of self-generated oscillations. Commonly employed methods for the soliton generation include the use of a critical threshold mechanism, frequency filters, or timegate filters with an active mode locking. These methods were employed in various physical systems such as optical ring lasers, 1 fiber lasers, discrete and dissipative optical cavities, [2] [3] [4] [5] semiconductor microcavities, 6 magnetic films, 7, 8 conventional transmission lines, 9, 10 and other physical systems typically described in the framework of nonlinear Schr€ odinger (NLS) equation or its generalizations.
In this Letter, we demonstrate experimentally the stable generation of soliton pulses in an active nonlinear metamaterial formed by a left-handed (LH) transmission line inserted into a resonant loop. In a sharp contrast to all previous studies, here, we employ strong and fast nonlinearity and study nonlinear dynamics in the system that stays well beyond the framework of the NLS equation. This mechanism of soliton generation does not require any external mode selection, and it can be also compared with a passive mode locking. We study the mechanism that makes soliton generation stable, and we observe self-induced periodicity, which manifests itself in the formation of spatially localized patterns within the nonlinear transmission line (NLTL).
In contrast to conventional transmission lines where nonlinearity and dispersion compensate each other to produce temporal solitons, in LH NLTL both nonlinearity and dispersion lead to waveform spreading making temporal soliton formation impossible. 11, 12 However, an interplay of anomalous dispersion and nonlinearity in LH NLTL may enable a variety of parametric processes, such as amplitude instability and generation of envelope solitons. [13] [14] [15] For our experiments, we fabricate a LH NLTL for the set-up shown in Fig. 1 . Output of the nonlinear line is connected to its input through HP 83020A wide-band power amplifier, which provides linear amplification in the transmission line band. A tunable attenuator is also connected between the output of the LH line and the amplifier (not shown) to provide a net gain control which is necessary to attain the soliton generation.
Our LH NLTL consists of 14 identical sections formed by series Skyworks Inc. SMV1233 silicon hyperabrupt varactors (two back-to-back connected diodes per section with a dc bias supply between them) and shunting Murata LQW18A00 inductors. Overall, the design of our transmission line is similar to one described in Ref. 14. In conjunction with natural parasitics, the above mentioned components form a composite right/left-handed transmission line, 11, 16, 17 having lefthanded passband from 1.1 GHz up to 2 GHz for the bias voltage of interest.
It has already been demonstrated in several publications that in order to realize the scenario described by the NLS equation, the nonlinearity in LH NLTL should be very weak and the NLTL impractically long. 15, 18, 19 In sharp contrast to the previous works, we investigate efficient soliton generation in very short transmission lines and take advantage of strong nonlinearity introduced by Schottky diodes. Even more importantly, we are taking advantage of fast nonlinearity as the nonlinear capacitance is a function of the instantaneous value of voltage along the line rather then its amplitude, a type of nonlinearity not described in the framework of the NLS equation and its modifications developed for slow nonlinearity. Therefore, our system lies beyond the framework of NLS equation, and thus falls into a class of nonlinear systems that did not receive much attention up to date because of difficulty to realize such experimental conditions due to limited choice of nonlinearities in available materials and because of difficulty of theoretical analysis. Thus, our approach gives us a unique chance to implement and experimentally investigate strong and fast nonlinearities not commonly found in nature. Figure 2 shows a typical waveform for the stable soliton generation measured with sampling digital wideband oscilloscope connected to the scanning probe fixed 1 mm above the surface and moved by a computer-controlled translation stage (see also Ref. 20) . This voltage waveform is a high-frequency signal modulated so that its envelope is a periodic train of pulses. Voltage waveform propagating along the left-handed line can be written as vðx; tÞ ¼ Vðx; tÞexpfi/ðx; tÞg, where the function V (x, t) is the slowly varying amplitude, and /ðx; tÞ is the phase of the local carrier signal which can be represented as /ðx; tÞ ¼ 2pft À kx À / s ðx; tÞ, where k and f are the wavenumber and carrier frequency, respectively; / s ðx; tÞ is an additional phase shift due to nonlinear effects.
Solid red line in Fig. 2(a) shows the function V (x, t), while the phase / s ðx; tÞ is shown by dashed line. The envelope and its phase are calculated as the amplitude and phase of the Hilbert transformation of the measured waveform. The shape of the envelope pulses resembles the cosine Jacobian elliptic function. Since the observed pulses preserve their shape from one loop to another and represent balance between dispersion and nonlinearity, as well as between gain and loss, we call these pulses dissipative solitons.
Figure 2(b) shows the spectrum of the waveform presented in Fig. 2(a) . It consists of several frequency components that correspond to the phase-locked resonances of the ring structure that can be determined as follows:
where k LH (x) and L 1 denote the wavenumber and the length of the left-handed transmission line, while k RH (x) and L 2 the wavenumber and length associated with connecting cables, amplifier, and tunable attenuator, and / is the phase shift associated with the rest of the ring; n is integer. We note that spectrum also shows high-harmonic generation, which is additional source of losses for the solitons. Phase shifts in the LH NLTL and in the rest of the circuit are of different sign so that phase accumulated in the NLTL is compensated by that in the linear transmission line. The frequency difference between two adjacent resonances in Eq.
(1) Df defines the circulation period or pulse round trip time in the ring
where
where m is the number of pulses simultaneously circulating in the ring. Propagation time in the LH NLTL (measured delay for the same frequency and bias voltage) for the waveform shown in Fig. 2 (2)) is 15.61 ns, so the total circulation time is 21.21 ns which is twice the modulation period in Fig.  2(a) . Thus, the waveform in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to m ¼ 2 when two pulses circulate in the ring.
In our experiments, we observe self-generation of one-, two-, and three-pulse modes, see Fig. 3 . Generation of multipulse modes requires suppression of certain eigenmodes defined by Eq. (1) and amplification of others. Thus, generation of two-pulse mode requires suppression of all spectral harmonics corresponding to odd m while amplifying even harmonics. This would require special experimental arrangements in employing the critical threshold mechanism which generally favors amplification of harmonics adjacent to the lowest-decay eigenmode since they usually have the next lowest decay rate (see, for example, Ref. 21 ). This is why it is a single pulse that is typically generated in ring resonator experiments, and why multi-soliton modes in confined system received very little attention to date. In our system, the multi-pulse mode generation is enabled without any special arrangements due to inherent mechanism of stabilization related to the interplay of anomalous dispersion and discreteness as explained below. Figure 3 shows spatiotemporal evolution of the envelope amplitude and phase of the waveforms measured by the scanning probe. One can clearly see the pulse (pulses) circulating in the ring as distinct crests of the envelope amplitude moving with group velocity of the carrier wave (inclination of the black lines in Figs. 3(a) varied within a certain range. The occurrence of the pulses also depends on the history of this variation thus indicating the existence of multi-stability range. Once occurred, the pulsing is stable towards small variation of bias voltage and the net gain and is accompanied by appearance of a distinct periodic field patterns (nonlinear mode build-up) overlapping with propagating pulses. They are non-moving spatially localized oscillating (or breathing) structures with distinct spatial periodicity matching the wavelength of the carrier wave. Their temporal period is equal to the circulation time of the running pulse. The periodic structure is especially well revealed in the phase distribution plots, see Figs. 3(d)-3(f) where the distance between 180 phase jumps is equal to the wavelength of the carrier wave as indicated in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e) with dashed lines. It is worth mentioning that the amplitude of oscillations in the circulating and stationary modes is comparable. The net gain in the loop at the carrier frequency was 1.18 dB, 1.11 dB, and 3.1 dB for one-, two-, and threepulse regimes shown in Fig. 3 , while the corresponding average power measured at the input of LH NLTL was þ17 dBm, þ15 dBm, and þ22 dBm, respectively.
Spatial periodicity does not relate to the transmission line length as we verified by also measuring the 7 unit cell transmission line. Phase shifts accumulated per one section of the transmission line are 72 , 76 , and 88 for regimes shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(c) , respectively. Our measurements have also demonstrated that the location of the extremes of the periodic self-induced structure can be controlled by the slight variation of the bias voltage at the diodes. This allows for various pulse shapes to be generated inside and at the output of left-handed line as demonstrated in Fig. 4 , which shows waveforms at different stages of transmission line for regimes shown in Figs.  3(a)-3(c) .
The observed stationary periodic structure is selfinduced by propagating wave and it is a manifestation of the discrete nature of the LH NLTL. One of the important effects of the discreteness of the system is the existence of the effective periodic potential, which affects free propagation of the modes through the transmission line. 22 It is connected to the fact that when moving along the chain, the pulse changes its position and, correspondingly, its structure. Thus, there are two types of modes enabled by translations of 1/2 lattice spacing and the difference in their energy may be attributed to the height of an effective periodic potential generated by the lattice discreteness. This potential resembles the PeierlsNabarro potential known in the dislocation theory. 23 The existence of this potential reflects the fact that translational invariance in the system is broken by discreteness, and the translational mode no longer exists.
Due to strong nonlinearity, this self-induced periodicity of the voltage amplitude leads to a periodic variation of the capacitance along the line, resulting in a considerable change of the dispersion characteristics of the line and in enabling stop band around the carrier wave frequency. We performed a detailed investigation of the spatially localized oscillations existing in the LH structure when the circulating pulse is outside the nonlinear line and analyzed the voltage drops across the diodes. On "microscopic" level, the stationary mode corresponds to the nonlinearityinduced high-frequency branch of the splitted dispersion curve when adjacent cells oscillate out of phase. 20 In contrast to the stationary oscillations, the circulating pulse corresponds to the nonlinearity-induced low-frequency branch of the dispersion curve, and the adjacent cells oscillate in phase.
Self-induced stopbands play a key role in suppressing the certain spectral harmonics. It also plays a stabilizing role preventing occurrence of stochastic instabilities due to nonlinear three-and four-wave mixing which manifest themselves in spectral line broadening. 24 It allows for stable pulse generation at higher gain and higher power level (like in the three-pulse regime in our system), whereas usually higher gain in the system results in development of instabilities and stochastic generation. Thus, we have found an example of spatiotemporal localization when the temporal localization is due to ring mode-locked resonance and corresponding round-trip time in the resonant ring and the spatial localization is due to self-induced periodicity resulting from the discrete nature of the system.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the stable generation of solitons in an active ring resonator containing only LH NLTL and an amplifier. We have observed co-existing stable self-induced patterns in the transmission line, and the generation of one, two, or three solitons in the ring. We believe our approach can be employed for other types of active negative-index metamaterials operating at THz, infrared, and visible wavelengths. In addition, our results are of a broad interest in view of a recent agenda in the study of strong nonlinear effects with nanophotonics systems including graphene, as they may provide a hint for the use of strong external pumping for the observation of nonlinear effects, in a sharp contrast to the currently adopted strategy of loss compensation. Potential applications may include pulse forming circuits and optical comb generators for optical metrology systems.
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